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INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation
Nondestructive evaluation is widely used to determine the status of in-service components or the quality of raw materials and components within manufacturing processes. Probability of detection (POD) is an important inspection-capability metric. Usually, POD is estimated on the basis of a "POD study," in which a collection of specimens containing flaws (for example, cracks) of varying sizes is inspected. Commonly asked questions are: "How many specimens are needed?" and "What size cracks should be used?" The answers to these questions depend on several factors, including sources and amounts of variability in the inspection process and the degree of precision needed for the POD estimate. Some general guidelines for answering these questions are given on Page 24, Section 4.5.1.2 of MIL-HDBK-1823A (2009). The purpose of this paper is to provide both general analytical and complementary simulation-based tools to help answer these questions.
SIGNAL-RESPONSE MODEL AND ESTIMATION
Signal-Response Model and Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The standard statistical â versus a model assumes that the continuous response Y is related to the flaw size x by the simple linear regression model 
POD Function and Estimation
For th y , a given detection threshold value, the probability of detection at x is 0 1
where ) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution. We use the ML estimates of the model parameters from this model as planning values. Figure 2 shows the estimated POD and its lower 95% confidence bound as a function of crack size for 0
V .
Estimation of Flaw Size that is Detected with Probability p
The crack size that will be detected with
is the p -quantile of the standard normal distribution. The ML estimator of
x is given by evaluating (2) 
TWO-SIDED CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND ONE-SIDED CONFIDENCE BOUNDS
Confidence Interval or Lower Confidence Bound for POD( ) x
An approximate 95% confidence interval for POD( ) x can be obtained based on the ẑ method described in Hong, Meeker and Escobar (2008). First, a confidence interval for 
where
An approximate 100(1-Į)% confidence interval for 
The precision factor R can be used as a metric for a test plan's performance. and adjust test plans without regard to n and then, at the end, choose n to achieve a desired degree of precision.
Plan Specification
A test plan allocates specimens such that 1 . We note that due to the way R is defined, we have
AVar p x depends on n ). In these examples, we take the total number of specimens to be 100 n . 
Equal Allocation at Each
1/ 3.
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We define the Relative efficiency of a test plan with specimens allocated at 2 k t levels versus a test plan with specimens allocated at 2 k levels by the ratio of their corresponding [ ] AVar p x values. , as the number of levels of specimen allocation increases, there is a reduction in precision (the graphs level off), but the reduction is not substantial.
Effect of Changing the Range of Flaw Sizes
In this subsection, we examine the effect of different flaw size ranges on precision. In these plans, we have equal allocation at each i [ , i [ are equally spaced over 0 ). We see that while increasing the number of stress levels ( k ) results in a decrease in precision, this effect is more pronounced at small values of max p and not substantial at larger max p values.
Comparing Equal Allocation with Ramp-Allocation
Consider the 2-level allocation test plan in Section 4.4. Because it is often desirable in practice to allocate specimens at more than 2 levels, this subsection looks at one method of extending the allocation of specimens to more than two levels while maintaining the specimen allocation ratio at the high and low levels of the 2-level test plan. We call this method ramp-allocation. For given values of max p and p , we denote the optimum 
max p ) ).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The following are conclusions obtained from this study:
x Allocating specimens at 2 k levels optimizes precision. x Because a 2 k level plan is often not practical, using more than 2 levels is often implemented in test plans. This has been observed to result in little loss in precision.
x Using a wide range of flaw sizes will, in theory, improve precision. Choosing a range for the flaw sizes that is too wide will, however, generally result in a breakdown of the assumed linear relationship.
x If interest centers on particular p a values (e.g. 90 a ), using ramp allocation could improve precision if the planning information is accurate. x A particular test plan that improves precision for estimation of 90 a will result in lower precision for estimates of other a values.
x Equal allocation provides a plan that will result in reasonably good precision and that will not be sensitive to departures from the assumed planning values.
